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In brief
PhoreMost takes
Lorenz on board
PhoreMost, the UK-based
biopharmaceutical company
dedicated to drugging
‘undruggable’ disease targets,
has appointed Dr Lorenz Mayr
to its board as non-executive
director.
Dr Mayr’s experience in drug
discovery and development, and
specifically his expertise in
functional genetic screening in
target identification, will help
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Cleantech sector talks trash as
sustainable economy beckons

Dr Lorenz
Mayr has
joined the
Phoremost
board

drive the expansion of
PhoreMost’s next-generation
Siteseeker target discovery
platform and guide the
development of the company’s
drug discovery programme.
Dr Mayr is currently chief
technology officer at GE
Healthcare Life Sciences and has
held senior positions at
AstraZeneca, Novartis and Bayer.

Not so fast as ‘Must
Dash’ is delayed
miniBeast Games has delayed
the launch of its debut title Must
Dash Amigos by three weeks.
The original release date (July
16) has slipped to August 7 on
Xbox One.
“There was a critical lastminute problem that caught us
off-guard, and whilst it was a
pretty rare occurrence we
wanted to fix it before launching
the game,” said co-founder Ben
Lowther.
The PC version is out on July 23.

Abcam takes on
EdiGene portfolio
Abcam, the global innovator in
life science reagents and tools
based on the Cambridge
Biomedical Campus, has
acquired the entire live cell line
and lysates portfolio of EdiGene
Inc.
Abcam’s new
headquarters
on Cambridge
Biomedical
Campus
The US-based company is a
leading company focused on
developing genome editing
technologies into novel
therapeutics for a broad range
of diseases and into creative
solutions to advance drug
discovery.
Financial terms of the
transaction have not been
disclosed.

Alex Murray of Flit demonstrates the company’s folding ebike outside the Cambridge Cleantech Conference, main picture. Right, from top, council leader
Lewis Herbert on the stage, the audience, and Karla Jakeman, connected transport innovation lead for Innovate UK
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The annual Cambridge Cleantech
gathering took place at the Trinity
Centre last week against a backdrop of
increasing commitment to a
sustainable economy.
Around 160 delegates attended the
fifth annual conference, titled ‘Futures
2019: The Role of Clean Growth,
Innovation and Sustainability’. The
day’s proceedings were divided into
four topics: trends, smarter cities,
clean growth opportunities and future
opportunities.
The morning’s first keynote was an
engaging appeal from the British
Antarctic Survey’s Dr Beatrix
Schlarb-Ridley to work towards a
1.5-degree future. “Is there one
achievable next step you can commit
to and lead on to achieve net zero?”,
she asked the audience.

The ‘Trends’ segment looked at
technology innovation for water, and
the key role engineering design has to
play in future technology.
The smarter cities section saw Dr
Fabio Galatioto of Connected Places
Catapult – a new organisation which
combines the Transport Systems and
Future Cities Catapults – suggest that
all lorries should be dual-powered:
petrol/diesel for longer journeys,
electric for the city. There are
commercialisation prospects in this
space of course – though the reality is
that, to survive, the haulage system is
going to have be radically digitalised to
avoid all fossil fuels.
Adam Read, external affairs
director at Suez Recycling & Recovery,
then spoke about the opportunities
waste offers. As long as it isn’t burned.
He said: “We’re burning nearly
1million tonnes of waste a year
because you’re not recycling properly
– CocaCola doesn’t want bottles

covered in newspaper or gunk.”
Dr Read is a fan of the ‘Uber for
trash’ model in the US – where
technology is used to collect and track
trash from pickup to drop-off at a local
farm where it is then converted to soil.
Dr Read also wants colour coding on
every product sold to ensure that it
gets recycled in the appropriate bin.
Karla Jakeman, connected
transport innovation lead at Innovate
UK, confirmed that the sector is in a
good place. “For every £1 we’ve
invested we’ve seen a return of £6 or
£7,” she told the audience. Innovate
UK has £25million to spend in the
sector in an open bidding challenge.
“Everyone here is so passionate
about what you do, you can feel that,”
she said. And indeed – other than the
politicians, who were merely politely
received – everyone at this event
shared the passion of getting things
done as a collective.
Speaking about the challenges in

the UK at the moment – and
unfortunately that means building
global systems in a country tinkering
with Brexit – Dr Read said in a coffee
break: “We have to get on with the
things we can control and not worry
about things we can’t.”
Feedback about the event was
enthusiastic.
“Struck by how much of the
CleantechFutures day centres on such
basic stuff – air, water, heat,” said
attendee Elisabeth Klaar. “Behind the
high-tech cleverness are some really
fundamental – and exciting – problems.”
“It’s my first time at a CCT event,
and I really enjoyed it,” said Chris
Pointon of Cambridgeshire Climate
Emergency.
“It’s a full house,” said Cambridge
Cleantech chairman Hugh Parnell.
“There have been a lot of questions
from the audience, including what
should we do about the climate
emergency?”

Nuffield Health completes 100 operations with Mako robot
The latest advancement in joint
replacement surgery is
transforming the way
procedures are performed at
Nuffield Health Cambridge
Hospital.
The first and only hospital in
East Anglia to offer Stryker
Mako Robotic-Arm Assisted total
and partial knee and total hip
replacement procedures,
Nuffield has now conducted 100
operations with it. Five surgeons
are using the Mako robot to
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and activity levels and reduce
pain.
Sophie Hudson, from the
Nuffield Health Cambridge
Hospital, said: “Mako has
provided a significant
breakthrough in the way we
operate – working in perfect
partnership with our specialists
to provide enhanced precision
through innovative technology
that allows surgeons to
personalise procedures for each
and every patient.”

